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About This Game

On a dark and stormy Halloween night, you find yourself standing before the gothic gates of Arcana Manor, the castle home of
Doctor Arcana, the world famous magician who vanished several years ago. A strange force compels you to find a way in, but as

soon as you set foot inside the mansion, the door slams shut behind you, sealing you inside the eerie manor house. A ghostly
vision appears before you, presenting you with a challenge: Resolve a maze of riddles and perplexing puzzles, or be doomed to
spend eternity locked inside the inescapable mansion. Do you dare accept the deadly challenge to discover the secrets that lie

within The Cabinets of Doctor Arcana? Once you begin, there's no turning back.

Features

  A captivating mystery set in the shadowy realm of magic and illusion.

  Over 50 perplexing puzzles, mind-bending mazes, and confounding conundrums.

  Original soundtrack by Nox Arcana.

  In-game art gallery featuring dozens of eerie works of art by Joseph Vargo.

  Detailed walkthrough from Doctor Arcana himself.

The origins of Doctor Arcana
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The Cabinets of Doctor Arcana is a throwback to the early computer puzzle games like The 7th Guest, Shivers and Jewels of the
Oracle. The Cabinets of Doctor Arcana was designed to have a very retro look and feel within a simple framework with minimal

mouse controls. The end result is an effectively moody and entertaining game that evokes a haunting sense of nostalgia.

The concept for the game began as a feature in Dark Realms Magazine published by Monolith Graphics in 2000. The feature
created by Joseph Vargo was called The Cabinets of Doctor Arcana based on the title of the classic silent horror film The

Cabinet of Doctor Caligari. In each issue, the condescending Doctor Arcana presented puzzles for the readers to ponder, then
insulted the integrity of anyone who correctly solved them. This jeering humor carries over into the game as well. Players are

subjected to taunting remarks from Doctor Arcana throughout their adventure, and lost souls who consult the in-game
walkthrough, aptly named The Cheater's Compendium, will be scolded and ridiculed for doing so.

Joseph Vargo developed the Doctor Arcana idea further on the Nox Arcana album, Theater of Illusion. The story centered
around a secret society of magicians who possess actual magical powers and lurk in the hidden shadows of our world. I've

always loved magic and magicians—the darker and creepier, the better. The concept seemed like a natural backdrop for an eerie
adventure shrouded in mystery. In the game, players must explore this shadowy realm of magic and illusion and resolve a variety
of devious puzzles to unlock Doctor Arcana's darkest secrets. The gauntlet of confounding conundrums consists of more than 50

logic puzzles, word puzzles, mazes, riddles and codes. For those seeking something more mentally stimulating than the usual
arcade game or hidden object adventure, this is the game for you.
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WHY ASSISTED LOCOMOTION????? i made a 8m x 8m room for games like this to be able to freely play and run physically
in my room. but of course it's not possible because assisted locomotion is FORCED on us...come on man, please add an option
to remove assisted locomotion and i'll give this game a thumbs up. please.. Jogabilidade top em, gostei dos ambientes etc, isso
porque nem come\u00e7ei a jogar direito, parab\u00e9ns patria !. Talk about a nostalgic trip.

I remember playing this back in middle school on the PC. Its aged like fine wine but im sure only a few can appreciate this
classic cultural time waster.. Very good game, one of the best third-person shooters, excellent graphics with solid gameplay, a
bit off on the voice acting and lip sync but i don't mind. 8/10. Good story, Neil Gaiman's writing is always a pleasure. As for the
game the puzzels were to easy, the soundtrack was repetitive, and the objects you click on were either to close together (making
you click one rather then the other) or not sensitive enough (ending up clicking on it several times). If I were a child I would
probably have enjoyed this game more and found it more challenging but as an adult it was fairly boring. I would maybe
recommend this for someone with a 10 year old.
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really cool game with the three characters mechanic , sometimes the jumps can be frustrating but the difficulty spike is good
enough to bring quite an enjoyable adventure , im not a big platformer player but it was a good one 8\/10. Off to a great start!
Love the platforming aspect of the first episode. I really do like this game and I remember playing it a fair few years back, no
doubt when it first came out, and I absolutely loved playing. By far one of my favourite pass time games I had when I just
wanted to chill. To my excitedment the game was on Steam and I was very happy to purchase it.

However, there are far too many bugs and I'm very disapointed in the game. The cursor consistantly bugs out through the game
and now matter what settings I choose it won't come right. Can't shoot at the right colours because I have no idea where the
invisible cursor is. I'm quite unhappy with a game that used to be a lot of fun for me.

2/10. Damn! I sure love the new Spy Kids sequel.. A very pleasant visual novel with a magical elements. I liked the many
choices and also possibility of solving the issues in different ways. The art of the game is rather pretty and I enjoyed the music
too.

Only thing I STRONGLY disliked was the typical ending slide with "oh what if I could have made different choices and gotten
the TRUE ENDING..." Is it really necessary? What is this ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t with "true ending" anyway? I loved my ending, but
noooooo, you gotta make the protagonist look wistfully out of the window so that the player feels compelled to replay and get
this ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t "true" ending. Way to dismiss all your great dramatic endings which don't end with sugarcoated "everyone is
happy now" ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t.
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